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Abstract: Batch experiments were performed to investigate the effect of several environmental
factors on atenolol (ATL) degradation efficiency, including catalyst crystal phase (anatase TiO2,
rutile TiO2, and mixed phase), catalyst dosage, UV-LED wavelength and intensity, co-existing anions,
cations, and pH. The mixed phase (2 g/L) exhibited the best photocatalytic activity at 365 nm, with ATL
(18.77 µM) completely oxidized within 1 h. These results suggest that: (i) The mixed phase exhibits
the highest activity due to its large specific surface area and excellent charge separation efficiency.
(ii) ATL can be effectively degraded using mixed phase TiO2 combined with UV-LED technology
and the ATL degradation efficiency could reach 100% for 60 min; (iii) ATL photodegradation was
more effective under 365 nm UV-LED than 254 nm, which was caused by the effect of light-induced
charge separation; (iv) the ATL Degradation efficiency(De) decreased with an increase in initial ATL
concentrations; and (v) co-existing anions and cations had different effects on the ATL De, mainly by
changing the concentration of hydroxyl radicals. Considering that UV-LED is more energy-saving
and environmentally friendly, and commercial TiO2 is cheap and easy to obtain, our research provides
feasibility for practical application.

Keywords: ultraviolet light emitting diode; advanced oxidation process; nano titanium dioxide;
photocatalysis; hydroxyl radical; atenolol

1. Introduction

Due to the development of human sanitation, health, and cosmetic industries in recent decades,
pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs) are now used worldwide, with trace environmental
contamination commonly reported due to the production, use, and disposal of livestock medicines,
pesticides, human medicines, PPCPs, and their metabolites [1]. PPCPs and their metabolites are
now regularly reported in the aquatic environment worldwide and as most PPCP substances are
quite stable with complex structures, they cannot be easily absorbed and digested by biological
organisms, resulting in environmental persistence and an increased potential hazard to both human
and environmental health [2,3]. The enrichment of these chemical contaminants in aquatic environments
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may also contribute to antibiotic resistance and the spread of resistance genes, which potentially poses
a serious threat to the whole ecosystem [4–6]. Therefore, it is imperative to remove PPCPs from the
aquatic environment, to reduce the risk they pose to all biota.

Atenolol (ATL) is a representative PPCPs compound which has been used for nearly 40 years and
is associated with cardiovascular disease as a selective β1 adrenergic receptor blocker [7]. ATL has
also been proven to inhibit the growth of human embryonic cells and has been shown to induce
ecotoxicity to aquatic organisms at various trophic levels [8,9]. Pharmacological studies have shown
that 46–62% of ATL is absorbed by the human body after oral administration and the unabsorbed
fraction is excreted via urine, with 90% of ATL in the excreted substances present in their original
form when detected in natural water [10]. Table 1 presents the basic physicochemical characteristics
and chemical structure of ATL. Due to its high stability, the ATL removal efficiency is relatively
low after treatment using physical, chemical, and biological processes in sewage treatment plants.
Castiglioni et al. studied the removal treatment effectiveness for various pharmaceuticals in a sewage
treatment plant in Italy [11], reporting an ATL removal efficiency in summer and winter of 55% and
10%, respectively, which was relatively low compared to other environmental contaminants. ATL is
frequently detected in water due to its extensive usage and the difficulties presented in effective
removal, with commonly detected concentrations in the ng·g−1 to µg·g−1 range [8]. Therefore, it is
important to develop an environmentally friendly and effective technology for ATL degradation or
removal from aquatic systems.

Table 1. Molecular structure of ATL.

Chemical Formula Molecular Weight
(g·mol−1)

Solubility (20 ◦C)
(mg·mL−1)

Molecular Structure

C14H22N2O3 266.34 0.3
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Heterogeneous photocatalytic oxidation technology appears to be a promising treatment method
for PPCPs, as semiconductors can be irradiated to produce electron-hole pairs and generate powerful
and non-selective hydroxyl radicals during the process. Hydroxyl radicals can degrade most
macromolecular organic pollutants with complex structures into non-toxic organic or inorganic
matter with a lower molecular weight. Nano-TiO2 semiconductors have become increasingly popular
as photocatalysts, since their capacity for photocatalytic water splitting was [12]. TiO2 semiconductors
possess the properties of non-toxicity, biochemical stability, large surface area, and cost-effectiveness.
When the nano-TiO2 photocatalyst is irradiated by photons with energy greater than or equal to the
bandgap energy of 3.2 eV, an electron (ecb

−) from the valence band will migrate to the conduction band,
leaving holes (hvb

+) in the valence band [13]. The hvb
+ can then directly oxidize ATL adsorbed on the

surface of TiO2, as well as react with H2O and OH− to generate hydroxyl radicals (OH), resulting in
improved ATL De due to their strong oxidizing capability [14]. Numerous previous studies have
shown that UV/TiO2 photocatalysis is an effective technique for the removal of antibiotics from aquatic
environments. However, one of the major limitations to the practical application of this technique is
the requirement for a UV light source, commonly in the form of low- and medium-pressure mercury
lamps, which are fragile, bulky, radiate high levels of heat, require long warm up times and waste high
amounts of energy, while having a short working lifespan of 500–2000 h [15]. Additionally, the mercury
UV lamp emits only fixed wavelengths within a very limited range and presents a risk of leakage of
toxic materials [16]. Recently, the emergence of ultraviolet light emitting diode (UV-LED) technology
has received much research attention and been applied to a wide range of applications due to its
unique advantages of being environmentally friendly, exhibiting a long lifespan, and requiring short
warm-up times and lower energy inputs due to the potential for operation at a moderate voltage.
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LED lamp beads are very small, making them easy to install and transport. Furthermore, based on
the material composition, the UV-LED emission wavelength can be varied and modern UV-LEDs are
more powerful narrow-band devices which have a shorter relaxation time [17]. Therefore, compared to
conventional UV light, UV-LED technology is more adjustable and applicable to wastewater treatment
applications. For example, Cai et al. adopted UVA/LED/TiO2 photocatalysis for the treatment of
wastewater containing antibiotics and found that continuous UVA/LED/TiO2 photocatalysis technology
could remove >90% of 100 ppb sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim [18]. Liang et al. found that the
periodic illumination-controlled UV-LED/TiO2 process was effective for PPCP degradation and removal,
with reduced energy requirements when using porous titanium–titanium dioxide substrates [19].
Dal et al. found that UV-LED/TiO2 processes were feasible for the decomposition of MB under suitable
experimental conditions, demonstrating that UV-LEDs are effective as a light source for TiO2 irradiation
and has high potential for photodegradation [20]. Therefore, the UV-LED/TiO2 process is a promising
technique that has high potential in wastewater treatment [15,21,22].

To date, much research has been conducted on UV-LED/TiO2 technology application in organic
compound degradation, although ATL has rarely been studied as the target compound for the
UV-LED/TiO2 process. Ji et al. reported photocatalytic degradation of atenolol in aqueous TiO2

suspensions [23]. However, this study was only under a mercury UV lamp, which may be different from
UV-LED. Furthermore, it is essential to understand the influence of various environmental parameters on
the degradation process mechanisms. Therefore, the photocatalytic performance of semiconductor-TiO2

was investigated for ATL degradation using UV-LED irradiation. Batch experiments were performed to
compare the effects of several environmental factors on ATL degradation efficiency, including catalyst
crystal form (anatase TiO2, rutile TiO2, and mixed phase), catalyst dosage, UV-LED wavelength and
intensity, pH, and co-existing anions and cations. The two main aims of this study were to: (1) investigate
the feasibility of photocatalytic degradation of ATL using TiO2 irradiated by UV-LED light; and (2) to
determine the optimal operating conditions for practical application of UV-LED/TiO2 technology.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Characterization of Anatase, Rutile, and Mixed Phase

We performed a SEM test to visualize the particle size of anatase, rutile and mixed phase. As shown
in Figure 1a–c, the three kinds of TiO2 have particle morphologies with particle sizes of 20–50, 50–100
and 20–50 nm, respectively. The X-ray powder diffraction pattern (XRD, Figure 1d) exhibits a typical
anatase (JCPDS 89-4921), rutile (JCPDS 21-1276) and mixed crystalline phase, and no additional
diffraction peaks of other species are observed. The content of rutile in mixed phase can be calculated
by formula X = 1/(1 + 0.8IA/IR), where X is the mass fraction of rutile phase, IA is the intensity of the
XRD peak of anatase phase 2theta = 25.3 degrees, and IB is the intensity of the XRD peak of rutile
phase 2theta = 27.4 degrees. Therefore, the ratio of anatase to rutile in mixed phase is estimated to be
83:17, which is close to Degussa P25 (80:20). The measurement of band gap is based on the method
of reference [24]. The calculated Eg of these samples are 3.07, 3.01, and 3.03 eV (Tauc plots of the
transformed Kubelka-Munk function vs. the energy, Inset of Figure 1e) of anatase, rutile and mixed
phase, respectively. The N2 adsorption-desorption test was supplemented to accurately determine
the specific surface area of three kinds of TiO2. As shown in Figure 1f, the BET surface areas were
calculated to be 78.7, 32.2, and 102.6 m2/g of anatase, rutile, and mixed phase, respectively.
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2.2. Effect of the Nano-TiO2 Crystal Form on ATL Degradation

The photocatalytic performance of the three different crystal forms of TiO2 for ATL degradation,
are shown in Figure 2. The De of mixed phase reached 100% within 60 min; while the ATL De was
only 85.65% and 71.06% for anatase and rutile TiO2, respectively. As shown in Figure 2b, the rate
constant of mixed phase TiO2 was almost 2–3-fold higher than that of anatase and rutile. In order to
study the difference of charge separation of three kinds of TiO2, we supplemented the measurement
of surface photovoltage spectroscopy (Figure 2c, SPS). SPS is a powerful tool to further characterize
charge separation at the nanoscale [25]. The surface photovoltage (SPV) response in mixed phase is
obviously higher than that of anatase and rutile, revealing a dramatic increase in charge separation
efficiency. Therefore, the mixed phase exhibits the highest activity, possibly due to its large specific
surface area and excellent charge separation efficiency, and the influence of light absorption may not
be significant. It has previously been proven that electronic interaction easily occurs between anatase
and rutile TiO2, with the electronic interaction between phases generating a mixed crystal lattice,
causing the photocatalytic activity of the mixed crystalline nano-TiO2 to be generally higher than that
of the single-phase nano-TiO2 [26].Catalysts 2019, 9, 876 5 of 18 
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(c) the SPS test of anatase, rutile and mixed phase. Effect of nano-TiO2 photocatalyst crystal phase on
ATL degradation, with an initial ATL concentration of 18.77 µM and TiO2 (anatase, rutile and mixed
phase) concentration of 2.0 g/L; pH 7.6; Temperature 20 ◦C.

2.3. ATL Degradation by Combined UV-LED/Mixed Phase Process and Single UV-LED or Mixed Phase

The photocatalytic degradation of ATL was compared under different experimental conditions,
including UV-LED, mixed phase, combined UV-LED and mixed phase, and a control blank (Figure 3).
Results demonstrated that ATL concentrations showed a negligible decreased in the absence of UV-LED
and TiO2 photocatalyst or in the blank. ATL concentration decreased by 5% under conditions of TiO2

alone, which may be attributed to fluctuation in the adsorption-desorption equilibrium due to the large
surface area (102.6 m2/g) of the TiO2 nano-powder. ATL was completely degraded by the synergistic
effect of UV-LED and nano-TiO2 photocatalysts after light irradiation for 60 min. These results indicate
that photo-induced charge carriers were generated on the TiO2 photocatalyst under UV-LED irradiation
conditions. The photo-induced h+ then oxidized H2O molecules to generate the active hydroxyl radical
species, and the active radicals h+ and OH can oxidize ATL into carbon dioxide, water molecules, and
other non-toxic small molecules. The specific mechanism is outlined in Equations (1)–(3). Furthermore,
the pseudo-first-order kinetics model (ln C0

C = kt), was used to fit the obtained experimental data,
showing a good fit for the photocatalytic degradation of ATL, while the R2 value (>0.99) in the Figure 3b
indicated good linearity of the fitted plots. UV-LED combined with TiO2 displayed the highest k value
of 0.0641 min−1, while the rate constant for the control group remained low.
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VB (1)
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VB/•OH→ H2O + CO2 + products (3)
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Figure 3. (a) ATL degradation efficiency under different conditions, (b) Pseudo- first-order model of
ATL degradation. the initial ATL concentration of 18.77 µM and mixed phase concentration of 2.0 g/L;
UV-LED wavelength: 365 nm; I0 = 774 µW/cm2; pH: 7.6; temperature: 20 ◦C.
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These results imply that UV-LED treatment combined with mixed phase TiO2 photocatalysis is
a feasible technique for ATL removal from the aqueous environment.

2.4. Effect of UV-LED Wavelength and Intensity on ATL Degradation

The influence of two different UV-LED emission wavelengths on ATL degradation is presented
in Figure 4, the ATL De using a UV-LED light source with a wavelength of 365 nm was significantly
higher than with a wavelength of 275 nm. The rate constant for 365 nm of 0.065 min−1 being nearly
nine-fold that of 254 nm. It can be seen from Figure 1e that the absorption of mixed phase at 275 and
365 nm is not very different, and the difference of their activity may not be the effect of absorption.
On the contrary, the effect of light-induced charge separation may be significant. The electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) Nyquist plots of mixed phase under UV-LED at a wavelength of 365 and
275 nm are presented in Figure 4c. The charge transfer resistance at the catalyst/electrolyte interface
could be evaluated by the semicircle radius of the Nyquist plots [27]. The smaller radius indicates that
the charge transfer of the mixed phase at 365 nm is better than that at 275 nm, which may lead to higher
activity at 365 nm. Overall, these results demonstrate that the mixed phase irradiated by UV-LED
at a wavelength of 365 nm is a cost-effective and efficient method for ATL oxidization compared to
irradiation at 254 nm.Catalysts 2019, 9, 876 7 of 18 
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The UV-LED radiation intensity is an important parameter in the photocatalysis process,
which directly determines the photon quantity in the photocatalytic system. The effect of varying light
intensities (220, 332, 437, 551, 663, and 774 µW/cm2) on the De of ATL were investigated and as shown
in Figure 5, the ATL De increased with an increase in light intensity. ATL was completely degraded
within 60 min under an irradiation intensity of 774 µW/cm2, whereas only 57.23% of ATL was removed
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under a light intensity of 220 µW/cm2. As shown in Figure 5b, the ATL degradation rate constant
increased from 0.010 min−1 to 0.067 min−1 as the UV-LED light intensity increased from 220 µW/cm2 to
774 µW/cm2, showing an almost seven-fold increase. The increase in light intensity essentially relates to
an increase in photon flux per reaction volume, resulting in an increase in the number of activated TiO2

catalyst molecules per time unit. Consequently, electron transition in semiconductor TiO2 occurred
effectively under strong light intensities, causing more holes and hydroxyl radicals to be produced and,
therefore, enhancing ATL degradation under these conditions. In addition, ATL degradation showed
a relatively strong linear relationship with the UV-LED radiation intensity.
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2.5. Effect of the Initial ATL Concentration on Degradation Efficiency

The influence of the initial target compound concentration on the degradation process was assessed,
with four different ATL concentrations (9.39, 18.77, 28.16, 37.55 µM). As shown in Figure 6, the ATL
degradation rate constant decreased from 0.071 min−1 to 0.046 min−1 when the initial concentration
of ATL increased from 9.39 µM to 37.55 µM. This phenomenon occurs because the ATL molecules
compete for the available hydroxyl radicals, with the insufficient availability of hydroxyl radicals
causing the ATL degradation rate to decrease.
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2.6. Effect of Mixed Phase Dosage on ATL Degradation

The influence of catalyst dosage on ATL degradation, was investigated by varying the initial
photocatalyst mass concentration in the range of 0.2 g/L–2.8 g/L. The ATL degradation curve under
different TiO2 dosages is shown in Figure 7. The photocatalytic degradation of ATL was only 47.64%
in 60 min when the catalyst dosage was 0.2 g/L, and the ATL De gradually reached a peak level
when the TiO2 dosage was increased to 2.0 g/L, achieving complete ATL degradation within 60 min.
The ATL degradation efficiency then decreased with further increase in TiO2 dosage from 2.0 g/L to
2.8 g/L. These results indicate that the ATL degradation rate did not increase linearly in accordance
with TiO2 concentration and that optimal ATL degradation at a rate constant of 0.064, was achieved
at a TiO2 concentration of 2.0 g/L. This was mainly because ATL degradation was dominated by
the concentration of effective hydroxyl radicals (OH) in the photocatalytic system. When the mass
concentration of nano-TiO2 in solution was below the threshold of 2.0 g/L, more photoionization
electron/hole pairs would be produced by increasing the TiO2 dosage and therefore, the concentration
of effective hydroxyl radicals would increase. However, when the TiO2 dosage exceeds the threshold
value of 2.0 g/L, UV light is scattered by an excess of TiO2 particles in solution, reducing the penetration
of UV light through water. Consequently, the light utilization efficiency is greatly reduced, leading to
a low ATL De.
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2.7. Effect of pH on ATL Degradation

In the photocatalytic oxidation process, the pH of the reaction system was found to have a significant
influence on degradation of the target compound, mainly by affecting the formation of hydroxyl
radicals in the system. The pH of the reaction solution was controlled to 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 9.0, and 11.0 using
phosphate buffer. ATL De under different pH conditions is shown in Figure 8. It can be observed that
ATL De increased gradually as pH increased from 3.0 to 11.0. The ATL De was 92.11% at pH 3.0 after
60 min of UV-LED irradiation. When the pH was increased to 11.0, ATL was completely degraded
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within only 30 min. The ATL degradation rate constant at pH 11 was 0.138 min−1, which was 3.3-fold
higher than at pH 3.0.Catalysts 2019, 9, 876 10 of 18 
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The influence of pH on the ATL degradation can be caused by the change in the charge state of the
photocatalyst and the target compound [9]. The reaction equations for protonation and deprotonation
of TiO2 particles and ATL molecules in acidic or basic solutions are shown in Equations (4)–(6) [28].
Under acidic and neutral conditions, the surface of TiO2 particles are positively charged after
protonation and electrostatic repulsion occurs between TiO2 particles and ATL molecules, which are
also positively charged after protonation. This causes effective contact between ATL molecules and
the TiO2 photocatalyst to be greatly hindered, which inhibits the photocatalytic degradation of ATL.
In contrast, the surface of TiO2 particles were negatively charged after deprotonation in basic solutions,
causing electrostatic attraction to ATL, which is in a neutral molecular state. Therefore, contact between
ATL molecules and the photocatalyst is strengthened and photocatalytic degradation of ATL is
promoted. Meanwhile, hydroxyl radicals (·OH) were primarily generated by OH− under basic
conditions, as described in Equation (7) and the ·OH generation efficiency was much higher than
the process of ·OH generation from H2O. Therefore, the De of ATL can be substantially improved by
increasing the pH of the aqueous environment.

TiOH + H+
→ TiOH+

2 (4)

TiOH + OH− → TiO− (5)
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2.8. Influence of Co-Existing Ions in the Aquatic Environment on ATL Degradation

Inorganic ions exist naturally in wastewater and environmental concentrations are usually reported
in the range of 0.4–4 mM. Inorganic ions have different impacts on the photocatalytic degradation
of target compounds. Some ions possess the ability to quench hydroxyl radicals and then generate
new anion radicals by reacting with ·OH. Since the new free radicals will not be as powerful as OH,
the photocatalytic reaction will be inhibited. However, some ions may generate ·OH under UV light
irradiation conditions, which can accelerate the photocatalytic reaction [29]. Therefore, it is necessary
to investigate the specific influence of co-existing ions in aquatic environments, on the photocatalytic
degradation of ATL by UV-LED irradiation.

As shown in Figure 9, the addition of Cl− had almost had no influence on the ATL photodegradation
process, while the addition of NO3

− had a slight inhibitory effect on the photocatalytic process.
SO4

2− promoted ATL degradation to some degree, while the addition of CO3
2− and HCO3

− significantly
promoted the photocatalytic degradation of ATL. Generally, CO3

2− and HCO3
− could react with

hydroxyl radicals to generate less active carbonate radicals (CO3
−) (Avisar et al., 2013) [30], affecting the

amount of OH in the solution (Equations (8)–(9)). Therefore, it would be commonly presumed that the
photocatalytic degradation of ATL would be inhibited in the presence of CO3

2− and HCO3
−, which is

in contrast with these experimental results. In the present study, it was found that the hydroxyl
radicals that reacted with CO3

2− and HCO3
− were primarily in the adsorbed state, which effectively

reduced OH self-complexing prior to reacting with ATL, while hydroxyl radicals in their free state
were less affected. Furthermore, due to the stability of CO3

− in solution its concentration could be
enriched surrounding TiO2 nanoparticles. The high concentration of CO3

− could compensate for the
low activity of nano-TiO2 particles, accelerating the diffusion of TiO2 nanoparticles into the reaction
system, increasing contact with ATL molecules, consequently promoting ATL degradation. Hu et al.
reported promotion of the sulfamethoxazole photocatalytic degradation process by CO3

2− and HCO3
−,

which was similar to the results of the present study [31]:

CO2−
3 + •OH→ CO−3 •+ OH− (8)

HCO−3 + •OH→ CO−3 •+ H2O (9)
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The effect of four commonly co-existing cations on ATL degradation are shown in Figure 10.
The addition of Ca2+ ions induced no significant effect on ATL degradation, while the presence
of Mg2+ caused a slight inhibition to ATL degradation. Among all the metal ions, the addition of
Cu2+ had the most obvious inhibitory effect on ATL degradation. Fe3+ ions had the most significant
effect, causing a promotion of ATL degradation, with 100% ATL degradation observed within 45 min.
The pseudo-first-order kinetic model showed that when the concentration of Cu2+ in solution was 1 mM,
the ATL degradation rate constant was 0.027 min−1, while the rate constant increased to 0.1132 min−1

when the concentration of Fe3+ was 1 mM. Compared with the blank control, the ATL degradation
rate was reduced by 57.9% with the addition of Cu2+ ions, while increasing by 1.76-fold due to the
addition of Fe3+ ions. The inhibition of Cu2+ ions could be caused by the following reasons: (1) Cu2+

ions can easily become recombination centers for valence band holes and conduction band electrons in
the photocatalytic system, which improves the recombination efficiency of photoinduced electron-hole
pairs and affects the amount of holes and derived hydroxyl radical in the system. (2) Cu2+ ions in the
solution could capture electrons and be transformed into elemental Cu, which is extremely unstable.
Elemental Cu can easily be oxidized into Cu2+ by reacting with holes and hydroxyl radicals in the
system (Equations (10)–(11)), thereby reducing the amount of active species in the system. (3) Cu2+ ions
have the capacity to absorb UV light, leading to a decreased number of photons arriving and absorbing
on the surface of the TiO2 photocatalyst, potentially reducing ATL degradation. The promoting effect
of Fe3+ ions on ATL photocatalytic degradation may be attributed to Fe3+ capture of photo-generated
electrons on the surface of nano-TiO2 catalysts, which effectively improves the separation efficiency
of holes and electrons. Furthermore, the addition of Fe3+ ions could initiate a Fenton-like reaction,
increasing the amount of free hydroxyl radicals in the reaction system and resulting in a significant
improvement in ATL degradation:

Cu2+ + 2e− → Cu (10)

Cu + 2h+
VB → Cu2+ (11)
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2.9. Influence of Free Radical Scavenging on ATL Degradation

In the UV-LED photocatalytic degradation reaction system, OH radicals are the dominant active
species because of its non-selective strong oxidizing properties [32,33]. The influence of OH on
photocatalytic ATL degradation was investigated by the addition of different concentrations of
tert-butanol (TBA) to the reaction solution, as a free radical scavenger. The ATL De in the presence of
different concentrations of TBA, is shown in Figure 11. Results show that TBA has a relatively low
affinity to nano-TiO2 particles and can react rapidly with OH. Meanwhile, TBA can suppress the free
radical reaction chain and intensively compete for OH involved in ATL degradation. As shown in
Figure 10, the addition of TBA significantly inhibited the photocatalytic degradation of ATL and the
inhibition effect was enhanced with increasing TBA concentrations. When the TBA concentration
was 10 mM, the ATL degradation efficiency was only 19.91% after UV-LED irradiation for 60 min.
However, when the TBA concentration was increased to 50 mM, the ATL degradation efficiency under
the same conditions was only 4.58%, indicating that the ATL degradation process was significantly
inhibited under these conditions. When the concentration of TBA was 10 mmol/L, the pseudo-first-order
kinetic model results suggested that the degradation of ATL was 0.0037 min−1, which is only 5.76%
of the ATL degradation observed in the control experiment. With an increase in TBA concentration
the ATL degradation rate continued to decrease, suggested that TBA is an effective OH quencher and
that OH radicals were a major contributor to the photocatalytic degradation of ATL under UV-LED
irradiation conditions. Although the holes in the valence band of TiO2 have oxidative ability, they were
not found to contribute significantly to ATL degradation due to the weak adsorption capacity of ATL
onto the nano-TiO2 surface. In addition, the oxidative ability of holes was not found to be as powerful
as that of OH. Nevertheless, hydroxyl radicals (OH) generated via the oxidation of H2O and OH− ions
by valence band holes could diffuse throughout the whole reaction system and play a key role in the
photocatalytic degradation of ATL.
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2.10. Comparison with Other Reports

Although photocatalytic degradation of pollutants by TiO2 has been extensively studied, there are
few reports of utilizing UV-LED to degrade atenolol (Table 2). In our study, atenolol was degraded
by mixed phase TiO2, and the degradation efficiency could reach 100% within the next hour under
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UV-LED. Compared with high-pressure mercury lamp, the use of UV-LED is more environmentally
friendly, but also greatly reduces the cost of operation. Moreover, the production cost of commercial
TiO2 is simple, the total cost is greatly reduced, and the possibility of later practical application is greatly
improved, which has practical application significance. More importantly, most of the degradation
of atenolol is using mercury lamps and xenon lamps, while our research offers possibilities for its
application under UV-LED.

Table 2. The comparison of mixed phase TiO2 with other reported TiO2 photocatalysts towards
photocatalytic decomposition of atenolol.

Catalyst Light Source Atenolol
Concentration

Degradation
Time Ref.

Degussa P25 Xe lamp 15 mg/L 4 h [34]

Degussa P25 High-pressure
mercury lamp 37.6 µM 1 h [23]

Ag-TiO2
High-pressure
mercury lamp 20 mg/L 0.5 h [35]

TiO2/Salicylaldehyde-NH2-MIL-101(Cr) Xe lamp 10 mg/L 5 h [36]

Immobilized TiO2
High-pressure
mercucry lamp 10 mg/L 5 h [37]

Aeroxide TiO2 P25 Low-pressure
mercury lamp 50 µM 1 h [38]

Mixed phase TiO2 UV-LED 18.77 µM 1 h This work

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Materials

ATL (purity ≥98%) was from Shandong Xiya Chemical Industry Co. (Jinan, China),
with a 187.73 µmol/L stock solution prepared and serially diluted as required for experiments.
Methanol (HPLC grade) was from Merck KG (Germany). The pH was adjusted using 0.1 MHClO4,
NaOH and phosphate buffer. All other reagents used in experiments were of analytical grade and were
from Sionpharm Chemical Reagent Shanghai Co. (Shanghai, China). All experimental solutions were
prepared using ultrapure water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm produced using a Millipore Milli-Q
ultrapure water system.

Three commercially-available nano-TiO2 types with different crystal forms were compared as
catalysts. Pure anatase TiO2, pure rutile TiO2, and mixed crystal type TiO2 were purchased from
Shandong Xiya Chemical Co. (Jinan, China). and the characteristics of the nano-TiO2 materials are
given in Table 3.

Table 3. Characteristics of nano-TiO2 semiconductor.

Crystal Form Composition Particle Size (nm) BET Surface Area
(m2/g)

Anatase 100% anatase 20–50 78.7
Rutile 100% rutile 50–100 32.2

Mixed phase 83% anatase + 17% rutile 20–50 102.6

3.2. Experimental Setup

The photocatalytic degradation reaction was carried out in an open plexiglass container with
a volume of 500 mL. After stirring for 60 min in the dark to reach the adsorption equilibrium,
the solution was illuminated under UV-LED irradiation (Table 4). The outer wall of the reactor was
tightly wrapped with a layer of aluminum foil, to prevent scattering of light energy, heat energy or
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radiation. The reactor had a circular irradiation window with a diameter of ~5 cm at the light source.
The irradiation light source consisted of two sets of custom built UV-LED units, with operational
wavelengths of 275 nm and 365 nm. The UV-LED light irradiated vertically into the reactor through
the light source irradiation window, ensuring that all lamp beads were below the upper limit level
of the reaction mixture. The temperature during the photocatalytic reaction was maintained at 20
± 0.5 ◦C using a cryostat, with cooling water continuously circulated around the outer wall of the
reactor. The luminous flux entering the reactor was measured using a UV light meter. A schematic of
the photocatalytic reaction device is illustrated in Figure 12.

Table 4. Different experimental variables regarding atenolol photodegradation with TiO2 photocatalyst
under UV-LED.

Photocatalysts Illumination pH ATL
Concentration Co-Existing Ions TBA

2.2 2.0 g/L of mixed
phase, anatase, rutile 365 nm; 774 uW/cm2 7.6 18.77 uM None None

2.3 2.0 g/L of mixed phase 365 nm; 774 uW/cm2 7.6 18.77 uM None None
2.4 2.0 g/L of mixed phase 275/365 nm; 774 uW/cm2 7.6 18.77 uM None None
2.5 2.0 g/L of mixed phase 365 nm; 220–774 uW/cm2 7.6 9.39–37.55 uM None None
2.6 2.8 g/L of mixed phase 365 nm; 774 uW/cm2 7.6 18.77 uM None None
2.7 2.0 g/L of mixed phase 365 nm; 774 uW/cm2 3–11 18.77 uM None None

2.8 2.0 g/L of mixed phase 365 nm; 774 uW/cm2 7.6 18.77 uM

1 mM of CO3
2−,

HCO3
−, SO4

2−,
NO3

−, Cl−, Ca2+,
and Mg2+, Fe3+

Cu2+

None

2.9 2.0 g/L of mixed phase 365 nm; 774 uW/cm2 7.6 18.77 uM None 0–50
mM
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3.3. Analytical Method

During the photocatalytic process, samples of the suspension were withdrawn at certain time
intervals and filtered through a 0.22 µm syringe filter. The ATL concentration was measured using
a high-performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC, Waters e2695) [39] equipped with a Symmetry
C18 column (4.6 mm × 250 mm, 5.0 µm) manufactured by Waters Scientific (USA). The mobile phase
consisted of 87% methanol and 13% 0.01 MKH2PO4 at pH 2.5, with an injection volume of 20 µL.
The column temperature was maintained at 35 ◦C, with a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The detection
wavelength for ATL was 229 nm.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, ATL photocatalytic degradation was investigated using nano-TiO2 as photocatalyst
under UV-LED irradiation. The influence of several environmental factors on ATL degradation
efficiency were systematically investigated via batch experiments, including the catalyst crystal form
(anatase TiO2, rutile TiO2 and mixed phase), catalyst dosage, UV-LED wavelength and intensity,
co-existing anions and cations, pH, and radical scavenger concentration. The specific mechanism
of effect was investigated for all factors and the following conclusions were drawn based on the
experimental results:

(1) The mixed phase exhibits the highest activity, possibly due to its large specific surface area and
excellent charge separation efficiency, and the influence of light absorption may not be significant.

(2) ATL can be effectively degraded using mixed phase TiO2 combined with UV-LED technology
and the ATL degradation efficiency could reach 100% for 60 min. The photocatalytic reaction
process could be explained via pseudo-first order kinetics;

(3) ATL photodegradation was more effective under 365 nm UV-LED than 254 nm, which was caused
by the effect of light-induced charge separation.

(4) The enhancement of UV-LED irradiation intensity could significantly facilitate ATL degradation
by increasing the number of effective photons to the TiO2 surface. The ATL degradation rate
constant at 774 µW/cm2 was 0.067 min−1, which was 6.7-fold higher than that at 220 µW/cm2

(0.010 min−1).
(5) The highest ATL degradation efficiency was achieved at an optimal TiO2 catalyst dosage of 2.0 g/L

in the photocatalytic system, inducing complete degradation of ATL in 60 min.
(6) The pH significantly affects the protonation and charge of semiconductor TiO2, leading to

a fluctuation of hydroxyl radical concentrations in the reaction system. The ATL degradation
efficiency increased with increasing pH, with complete degradation within 30 min at pH 11.0.
The ATL degradation rate constant increased from 0.0409 min−1 to 0.1423 min−1 when the pH
was increased from 3.0 to 11.0.

(7) The ATL degradation efficiency decreased with an increase in initial ATL concentration.
(8) The presence of co-existing ions significantly affected ATL degradation by altering the amount

of hydroxyl radicals. Co-existing anions, such as SO4
2−, NO3

−, Cl−, Ca2+, and Mg2+,
exerted a negligible influence on ATL degradation, while the addition of CO3

2−, HCO3
−, and Fe3+

ions significantly promoted photocatalytic ATL degradation, and Cu2+ ions strongly inhibited
the ATL degradation process.

(9) OH were found to be the dominant active species in UV-LED photocatalytic degradation of ATL.
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